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SECURITY CLEARANCE: TOP SECRET/SCI (TK/HCS/G) WITH CURRENT CI POLYGRAPH 
  

OBJECTIVE 
To gain employment as an independent contractor who specializes in the development, application, and evaluation of 

multi-disciplined intelligence operations, foreign advisory, and sensitive activities. 

EXPERIENCE  

MARINE SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND            2011 - Present 

Counterintelligence/Human Intelligence Agent 

- Provide direct support to Special Operations Teams in austere combat environments including Afghanistan, Africa, and Iraq (Op-
erations Enduring Freedom, Juniper Shield, and Inherent Resolve respectively) 

- Serve as NSA Network Auditor responsible for the legal conduct of Signal Intelligence Collection and Analysis in Norther Iraq 
during Operation Inherent Resolve 2018 

- Serve within a Sensitive Activities Cell supporting a Navy SEAL Platoon in Sulaymaniyah City, Iraq and responsible for the collec-
tion, aggregation, and dissemination of fuzed intelligence products in order to conduct Counter-ISIS operations while Advising 
Partner Nation Forces  

- Serve on a two-man Sensitive Activities Cell in Badghis Province, Afghanistan in order to fulfill intelligence requirements and to 
develop both Human and Physical Infrastructure to support enduring Special Operations  

- Serve as Sensitive Activities Assistant Director; Joint Special Operations Task Force - Trans Sahara based in Stuttgart, Germany 
and responsible for the integration of multi-agency HUMINT collection operations in order to fulfill Priority Intelligence Re-
quirements across the Area of Operations, including 11 countries in NW Africa 

- Deploy with Special Forces Operational Detachment - Alpha 0424 (ODA 0424) to Diffa, Niger to conduct counterintelligence 
screenings of, and training/advising with, three African Nation Special Operations Forces as part of Flintlock 2014 

- Advise commander(s) on the legalities and proper utilization of CI/HUMINT Assets in accordance with Theater and National Di-
rectives 

Special Operations Formal Instructor 

- Proctored six iterations of formal CI/HUMINT Special Operations courses with focus on the integration of Signals Intelligence, 
Geo-Spatial Intelligence, and All-Source Analysis in order to efficiently Find, Fix, and Finish targets of interest within politically 
sensitive environments 

- Serve as chairman for two annual curriculum review boards to refine all formal CI/HUMINT within Marine Special Operations 
Command 

- Conduct persistent liaison with City, County, State, and Federal Agencies in order to deconflict High Risk Training operations in 
Washington D.C., various U.S. Cities, and National Parks 

- Conduct Operational Risk Assessments with regards to High Risk Training evolutions in order to mitigate risk and inform the 
commander of control measures to ensure the safe conduct of CI/HUMINT Special Operations training 

- Draft Statements of Work (SOW) to secure multi-year, multi-million dollar contracts associated with each iteration of formal CI/
HUMINT Special Operations training. In this capacity, work with Command Contracting Office to evaluate bids and select the 
most qualified contractor to fill the needs outlined in the Statements of Work 

- Monitor the progress of each iteration of CI/HUMINT Special Operations training and ensure that contracted personnel, including 
Academic Advisors, Role Players, and Surveillance Teams met the requirements outlined in the associated SOW 

- Acting within a diverse Intelligence Cadre, develop the first-ever Intelligence Simulation Center utilizing the existing USMC VBS3 
simulation platform to increase practical application while reducing overall cost to the commander 
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- Submit end-of-course After Action Reviews to the commander in order to effect positive change for future iterations of CI/
HUMINT Special Operations Courses 

NAVY/MARINE CORPS INTELLIGENCE TRAINING CENTER               2008 - 2011 

Formal Instructor: 

- Prepare and deliver courses of instruction across CI/HUMINT activities including Military Source Operations, Military Interroga-
tions, Physical Surveillance Operations, and Counterintelligence Activities in accordance with National and DoD CI/HUMINT pol-
icy and training standards 

- As Instructor/Role Player; evaluate students on the proper conduct of Military Source Operations and Interrogations in accor-
dance with National and DoD CI/HUMINT policy and training standards 

- Conduct liaison with local Police and Port Authorities in Norfolk, VA in order to access areas of interest to conduct Threat Vulner-
ability Assessments as part of the CI/HUMINT Curriculum 

- Maintain accountability of all student personnel, specialized gear, and Intelligence Community Funds associated with CI/HUMINT 
training 

- Serve as the Officer in Charge and/or Range Safety Officer when conducting Realistic Urban Training scenarios on various Naval 
Installations in/around the greater Hampton Roads area in SE Virginia 

- Provide Student Performance Review Board evaluations to commander(s) with reference to student successes and failures associ-
ated throughout training evolutions 

Curriculum Developer/Project Manager: 

- Conduct total re-write of CI/HUMINT training scenario and related Instructor Role-Player scripts in order to provide students 
with an immersive and realistic exercise in order to amplifying individual and team learning objectives  

- Supervise an eight-man cell comprised of both uniformed military personnel and independent contractors to meet the intent of 
the commander 

- Serve as the HUMINT Tradecraft and Physical Surveillance referent during the 2010 Joint Service Validation with approvals from 
the Defense Intelligence Agency, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and Central Intelligence Agency National HUMINT Manager 
Division 

- Maintain, modify, and create course content to keep in accordance with DoD and National CI/HUMINT training standards 

- Upload course content into the Marine Corps Training Management System. This system serves as the central database for all Ma-
rine Corps training which is maintained at Training & Education Command, Quantico, VA 

1st INTELLIGENCE BATTALION                  2005 - 2008 

CI/HUMINT Team Chief: 

- Responsible for the conduct and proficiency of an eight-man HUMINT Exploitation Team during combat operations in Fallujah 
City, Iraq (Operation Iraqi Freedom, 2007) 

- Provide Quality Control of all intelligence reports and products submitted to higher-echelon intelligence and infantry commands 

- Integrate All-Source Analysis in order to support and direct CI/HUMINT collection efforts during combat operations 

- Responsible for the accountability and readiness of all personnel, equipment, funds, and communications associated with CI/
HUMINT activities while conducting combat operations 

- Provide feedback to various commanders regarding the status of CI/HUMINT personnel, equipment, and activities 

- Prepare CI/HUMINT team for combat operations by coordinating and executing a pre-deployment training plan focused on CI/
HUMINT activities, combat tactics, and high-bandwidth communications 

- Select members of the organization to serve within various roles on CI/HUMINT Exploitation Teams and advise the commander on 
the effectiveness and cohesion of said members 

CI/HUMINT  Team Member: 



- Conduct Military Source Operations and Military Interrogations in direct support of combat operations in Fallujah City, Al Anbar 
Province, Iraq (Operation Iraqi Freedom, 2006) 

- Respond to the orders of CI/HUMINT Team Leadership and Infantry Commanders in order to enhance targeting and force protec-
tion in a highly volatile Area of Operation 

- Produce and submit Intelligence Information Reports in order to inform the commander of terrorist activities and force protection 
threats 

- Adhere to National Policy, Geneva Conventions, and Laws of Land Warfare while conducting Military Interrogations during com-
bat operations 

3rd Battalion, 5th Marine Regiment                  2004 - 2005 

Scout Sniper Platoon Sergeant 

- Responsible and accountable for the conduct and proficiency of a 24-man Scout Sniper Platoon in combat operations 

- Review, modify, and submit Concepts of Operations relating to the employment of Scout Sniper teams in combat operations  

- Maintain liaison with Supported Unit Commanders to ensure the proper and most-effective employment of Scout Sniper Teams 
met or exceeded expectation   

- Develop and executed a comprehensive 6-month pre-deployment training program with focus on precision shooting, urban war-
fare, intelligence reporting, radio communications, and tactical trauma care 

- Serve as Range Safety Officer and/or Officer in Charge for numerous live-fire events 

- Accountable for the maintenance of specialized Scout Sniper weapons and equipment, to include precision weapons, high pow-
ered optics, night vision devices, and various VHF and high-bandwidth communications devices 

- Provide monthly, quarterly, and annual evaluations to Platoon Commander on the proficiency and conduct of each member in the 
Scout Sniper Platoon 

- Develop and proctor multi-day Scout Sniper selection courses in accordance with battalion leadership guidance and Marine Corps 
orders and regulations 

- Mentor each member of the platoon on various personal and professional development subjects including, but not limited to; 
leadership, personal finance, career progression, and development of Scout Sniper fieldcraft and marksmanship 

- Maintain detailed personnel files regarding each members progression, achievements, and shortcomings in order to evaluate per-
formance and mentor said member toward success 

Marine Security Forces, Naval SUBASE Bangor                 2001 - 2004 

Sergeant of the Guard/Guard Force Section Leader 

- As Sergeant of the Guard, responsible for the conduct and proficiency of 90-man guard force tasked with 24/7 security of Subma-
rine-based Naval Strategic Assets  

- As Section Leader, responsible and accountable for the conduct and proficiency of a 30-man Security Guard Section 

- Maintain strict standards associated with the Naval Personnel Reliability Program and report discrepancies to the Command PRP 
Manager 

- Serve as Quick Reaction Force Officer-in-Charge, responsible for a 20-man section tasked with providing near-instant reinforce-
ment to the Strategic Weapons Facility - Pacific (SWFPAC) limited area and other sensitive locations  

- Serve as Convoy Operations Officer-in-Charge, responsible for the safety of Strategic Weapons movements by employing a 30-man, 
multi-vehicle armed escort during transfers aboard SUBASE Bangor 

- Mentor each member of the section on various personal and professional development subjects including, but not limited to; lead-
ership, personal finance, career progression, and development of infantry fieldcraft and tactics 

- Maintain detailed personnel files regarding each members progression, achievements, and shortcomings in order to evaluate per-
formance and mentor said member toward success 



Close Quarter Battle Section Leader 

- Responsible for the conduct and proficiency of a 12-man Close Quarters Battle Section, responsible for the recapture of Naval 
Strategic Assets located within facilities aboard Strategic Weapons Facility - Pacific (SWFPAC) 

- Maintain 24/7 readiness of all specialized equipment associated with CQB operations including explosive breaching charges, preci-
sion rifles, and personnel recall procedures 

- Maintain 24/7 posture to provide near-instantaneous CQB recapture tactics in the event Strategic Assets are compromised or unac-
counted for 

- Serve as Range Safety Officer and/or Officer in Charge of live-fire CQB ranges, to include explosive breaching and precision rifle 
training evolutions 

- Conduct mission planning and team rehearsals with SWFPAC limited area to maintain and/or modify CQB standard operating 
procedures 

- Mentor each member of the CQB section on various personal and professional development subjects including, but not limited to; 
leadership, personal finance, career progression, and development of infantry fieldcraft and tactics 

1st Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment                  1996 - 2001 

Scout Sniper Team Leader 

- Responsible for the conduct and proficiency of a 4-man Scout Sniper Team 

- Mentor each member of the Scout Sniper Team on various personal and professional development subjects including, but not lim-
ited to; leadership, personal finance, career progression, and development of Scout Sniper fieldcraft and tactics 

- Maintain detailed personnel files regarding each members progression, achievements, and shortcomings in order to evaluate per-
formance and mentor said member toward success 

- Responsible for the specialized weapons, optics, communications equipment,  

- Conduct Scout Sniper operations in support of infantry companies during complex, live-fire maneuver warfare training evolutions 

- Provide terminal guidance to both helicopter-borne and vehicle-borne infantry raid forces  

- Coordinate Close Air Support and Artillery Fires in support of infantry maneuver formations 

- Provide intelligence reports as a result of persistent surveillance in both urban and rural settings through VHF communications 

- Recruit and select candidates within the parent infantry battalion to serve within the Scout Sniper Platoon 

Infantry Squad Leader 

- Responsible and accountable for the conduct and proficiency of a 12-man Infantry Squad 

- Responsible and accountable for all weapons and equipment assigned to the Infantry Squad 

- Mentor each member of the Infantry Squad on various personal and professional development subjects including, but not limited 
to; leadership, personal finance, career progression, and development of maneuver warfare and infantry tactics 

- Maintain detailed personnel files regarding each members progression, achievements, and shortcomings in order to evaluate per-
formance and mentor said member toward success 

- Accomplish tasks assigned by the Infantry Platoon Commander  

- Coordinate infantry maneuvers with adjacent infantry squads 

- Integrate support personnel including but not limited to; Anti-Tank Teams, Mortar Teams, and Scout Snipers as required during 
infantry operations 

- Task and direct subordinate team leaders to accomplish assigned tasks during infantry operations 



EDUCATION  

Norwich University; Northfield, VT 
B.S. in Strategic Studies & Defense Analysis (Summa), 2016  

MILITARY TRAINING & CERTIFICATIONS 
*Full Military Transcript Available Upon Request 

Source Operations in the Cyber Environment    MARSOC Special Operations Instructor, 
JCITA, Quantico, VA       Marine Raider Training Center, Camp Lejeune, NC 

Defense Advanced Tradecraft Course     USMC Curriculum Developer, 
HT-JCOE, Ft. Huachuca, AZ      Training & Education Command, Camp Johnson, NC 

Advanced Foreign Counterintelligence Training Course   Train-the-Trainer (T3) Formal Instructor, 
JCITA, Eldridge, MD       Training & Education Command, Chesapeake, VA 

Marine Corps CI/HUMINT Basic Course     Foreign Security Forces Advisor,  
NMITC, Dam Neck, VA       Military Occupational Specialty 0571 

Full-Spectrum Survive, Evade, Resist, Escape Level ‘C’   Small Arms Weapons Instructor, 
Marine Raider Training Center, Stone Bay, NC    Weapons Training Battalion, Quantico, VA 

Army Static Line Parachutists Course     Marine Corps Martial Arts Instructor, 
Ft. Benning, GA        Dam Neck, VA 

Marine Corps Scout Sniper Course      Military Ops in Urban Environment Instructor, 
Camp Pendleton, CA       Camp Pendleton, CA     

SKILLS & HOBBIES 

Reading Military History & Science Fiction   Acoustic Guitar   Foreign Travel 

Leadership  Trivia   Project Management  Rock Climbing 

Pencil Art  Parenting   Creative Writing   National Parks 

REFERENCES 

Colonel Brian T. Rideout, United States Marine Corps, 760.212.2521  

Special Agent Nikolas A. Perez, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 479.280.9725


